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ANNOTATION
This document contains user’s guide for using the software product of Complex of management for
data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth (Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing
of the Earth) PARB.00033-03.
The document is intended for maintenance and operation of the software product «Complex of
management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth» (Data bank of digital maps
and remote sensing of the Earth) PARB.00033-03.
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1

ASSIGNMENT OF THE PROGRAM

The software product of« Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote
sensing of the Earth» (Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth) PARB.00033-03
(hereinafter – Complex) is intended for accumulation, accounting, issuance of geospatial information
(digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and documents), systematization of the metadata
for archive of the geospatial information, collective access, display of metadata for the data bank by
means of a web browser, creation, maintenance and display of schemes for availability of geospatial
information.
The main functions of Complex are:
- of heights, as well as their digital forms;
- input control for the structure of digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and the
completeness of their metadata;
- automatic accumulation and accounting of several versions for digital maps, remote sensing
data and matrices of heights;
- search for digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and documents based on
metadata with the possibility of selection (filtering) and display them on the background map;
- issuing the geospatial information at the request of the user;
- forming reports on the availability of materials, data types, storage scales, reports on the date of
the state of the terrain, the amount of occupied disk space;
- formation of geo-coverings for the specified territory from digital maps, remote sensing data
and matrices of heights;
- automatic transformation of digital maps, remote sensing data and elevation matrices into the
specified coordinate system to form a geo-coverage for the specified territory;
- provision of administration for the metadata of data base and archive of digital maps and remote
sensing data and authorized access to data on the basis of data security tools included in the
operating system;
- creation, automatic updating and display in the specified symbols of schemes for availability of
digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights stored in the data bank.
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2

CONDITIONS FOR THE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Hardware and software requirements
The software product can be executed in 32-bit or 64-bit operating environment of MS Windows
OS on computers with Intel processor architecture.
Recommended requirements for hardware and software of the server:
- processor type Intel Core i3 3.33 GHz or higher;
- RAM from 16 GB and more;
- hard disk capacity of 2 Tbytes and more;
- Ethernet network card with a performance of 1 Gbit/second and higher;
- uninterruptable power source;
- HTTP-server IIS, Apache, or ngnix, DBMS PostgreSQL;
- PHP interpreter version 5 and higher;
- software product GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 (included in Complex);
- software product GIS Server PARB.00049-01 (included in Complex).
For PHP interpreter, it is necessary to have installed extensions to interact with DBMS PostgreSQL.
Main types of browsers are supported: Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer.
2.2 The structure of software
nge is done through a web browser.
The complex consists of PHP server scripts, JavaScript client script libraries, service files and
program documentation.
To maintain the data base of metadata, it is used DBMS PostgreSQL.
To provide access to metadata schemas and file storage, the following products are used:
- GIS Server PARB.00049-01 – provides physical access to metadata schemes and placement of
materials in the storage. It is installed in a separate directory, it is configured automatically
when Complex is installed.
- GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 – provides remote access to spatial data and their
publication via OGC WMS, WMTS, WFS and WCS protocols. It is part of the complex,
installed in the directory of the complex and it has all the necessary settings for the operation of
Complex.
Complex is located in two main directories: the executable file directory and the metadata catalog.
By default, the executable files are installed in the directory: c:\Program Files\Panorama\GeoDBSE. The
metadata catalog is installed in the directory: c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE.
2.3 Types of data processed
Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth is intended
for storage in the exchange formats of the following types of spatial data: digital vector maps and city
plans, remote sensing data, scanned map materials, matrices of heights and terrain models.
Digital vector maps and city plans can be stored in the following exchange formats:
- SXF (SXF, TXF, DIR, RSC);
- SHP (SHP, DBF, PRJ, SHX);
- MIF\MID;
- GML (GML, XML);
- KML;
- MP;
- DXF (DXF, DBF);
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-

S57 (030, 000);
GPX;
GDF;
XLS;
TXT.

Remote sensing data includes materials of air and space imagery of the terrain in a raster form.
Remote sensing data and scanned map materials can be stored in the following exchange formats:
- TIFF/GeoTIFF (TIF, TIFF);
- JPEG;
- BMP;
- PCX;
- rasters MrSid (SID, JP2, NTF);
- IMG.
Along with the raster data files, it can be stored the binding files in the following formats:
- TAB;
- «world file» (TFW, JGW, JPGW, BPW, J2W, SDW, NFW, WLD);
- INI;
- TPF (PHOTOPLAN);
- PLN («Talka»);
- MAP (OziExplorer);
- XML.
Matrices of heights and terrain models can be stored in the following exchange form:
- MTW;
- GRD;
- HGT;
- GeoTIFF (TIF, TIFF);
- MTQ;
- MTL;
- DBF;
- a cloud of points (TXT, LAS, MTD).
The list of stored data formats can be extended by editing the data format directory.
DBMS is used to record, organize and analyze the metadata of the archive for vector, raster and
matrix maps. For each type of digital maps (vector, raster, matrix maps), a separate vector map-scheme of
metadata is maintained. Vector metadata maps provide a visual representation of the status for data bank
of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth and they are available for use through the cartographic
service GIS WebService SE.
Access to metadata is done through HTTP requests to maps or to a data base in a web browser.
The map image on the web page has a multi-layered tile structure. The source for tiles of the map
data is the cartographic service GIS WebService SE. With the JavaScript script library, individual tile
images are combined to create a single map image. Tile requests are performed using the protocol OGC
WMTS.
Obtaining information about map objects, searching for map objects are performed through requests
to GIS WebService SE via OGC protocol WFS and extended query REST API. The server answers the
requests to the browser in XML / GML (ISO 19136: 2007) format, where they are processed, converted to
HTML and displayed on the page using the means of script library JavaScript.
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3

THE PROGRAM EXECUTION

3.1 Installation and removal the program
To start work, it is necessary to perform the installation of Complex.
Installation is carried out by installing the application on a web server, and configuring via the
means of access web server by protocol HTTP.
Deletion of program files is performed by running the corresponding program, placed with the files
of Complex in the folder specified during the installation.
3.2 Startup and Shutdown
To start Complex, it is necessary to enter its URL in the address bar of the web browser:
«http://web-site/directory/index.php».
To finish work, it is necessary to close the window of the web browser.
3.3 Authorization
In order to restrict access in the application, the user authorization mechanism is implemented,
which allows to restrict access to certain layers and/or modules of the application. Details about user
authorization and application settings are written in the programmer's guide.
For unauthorized users, there is usually a minimum level of access that is configured by the
application administrator. To authorize in the application, click the link Login in the upper right corner
and enter your login and password.

Figure 1 - Authorization in the application
After successful authorization, the user will have access to the resources of the application in
accordance with the rights.
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Figure 2 - Application window after successful authorization
3.4 General information
The program is controlled by using the mouse.
To manage the map and provide a user interface, over the map image, the map tools are displayed.
The program has operating modes:
- viewing the map;
- searching for geographical objects;
- viewing the data base of metadata;
- processing requests for the issuance of required digital maps and remote sensing data;
- keeping a temporary archive.

Figure 3 - View of Complex window for DB of digital maps and remote sensing
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3.5 Uploading materials to Data Bank
Loading of files for storage in Data Bank is performed on the tab «Loading materials» of the main
application form. The operation is available only to authorized users who have the right to put data into
the archive.
To download, it is necessary to:
- select a data group;
- select a folder to download;
- specify the data format;
- set general metadata values, if it necessary;
- upload files to the server in one of two ways;
- put the downloaded files in the repository.

Figure 4 - Selecting and loading files for storage
For the downloadable data sets, one or two backup copies are automatically created in accordance
with the parameters specified in DB of digital maps and remote sensing.
3.5.1 Uploading files to the server
Uploading files can be done via a web browser (transport protocol - http), or via an exchange folder.
To download via the exchange folder, it is necessary to have access to the server file system.
3.5.1.1 Uploading via web browser
To upload files to the server via a web browser, it is necessary to expand the panel «Upload files»,
click the button «Upload» and select the files in the browser dialog box. By default, the download folder
name consists of the date, time, and user name. Each time you log into the panel «Loading materials»
(content), a new folder name is created so that different users don't mess with each other's data.
The composition of the selected files is displayed in the table «List of files». The table shows the
file name, file size, last modified date of the file, the status in the queue (waiting or loading). Only files
that have a valid storage format in DB of digital map and remote sensing of the Earth are added to the
table. It is possible to select files and upload them to the server more than once.
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Figure 5 - List of uploaded files to the server
To forcibly interrupt the process of uploading files to the server, it is necessary to click the button
«Cancel».
3.5.1.2 Uploading via the exchange folder
When downloading via the exchange folder, all downloaded files should be placed in a special
directory, by default it – c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\data\. In this folder, all files must
be at the same level (without subdirectories). Using this folder allows you to immediately place a large
amount of data in the storage.
3.5.1.3 Placing files in the storage
To place the downloaded files into Data Bank, it is necessary to open the panel «Placing into the
storage» and to click the button «Put into the storage». Before that, it is necessary to specify the data
group, folder for downloading and data format.
A data group can be automatically determined or specified explicitly. For automatic detection, it is
necessary to specify «Automatic group selection».
The download folder is indicated depending on the download method used. If the files were
previously uploaded to the server in a special folder, it is necessary to select this folder from the list
«Folder for download». If the files were downloaded via a web browser, then the folder consisting of the
date, time and user name should be indicated as the folder for downloading.
The data format can be automatically determined or specified explicitly. For automatic detection, it
is necessary to specify «Automatic detection». The following data formats are provided:
- Automatic detection;
- Grouped by layers SHP, MIF/MID;
- Metadata without data;
- Metadata along with data;
- Classifiers;
- Data as part of a folder.
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3.5.1.4 Format «Grouped by SHP, MIF/MID»
This format is provided for downloading SHP and MF / MID files. When using this format, data
must be uploaded to the server via the exchange folder. It is necessary to copy the files there, grouped by
folder. Each folder must correspond to the name of the map (sheet). Inside this folder should be folders
corresponding to the names of the layers. Inside these folders are files related to this layer.
When processing this data format, first, each «folder – map» is archived in ZIP format, and then the
received archives are put into storage. If an error occurs at the archiving stage, then storage is not
performed, and a protocol containing a description of the error is displayed on the screen. If the archiving
was successful, the created archives are placed in the repository, and the data folders are deleted.
3.5.1.5 Format «Metadata without data»
This format is used to import metadata from another Databank (another organization). XML file is
used for import. The import process is described in the section «Import of metadata».
3.5.1.6 Format «Metadata along with data»
This format is used to import metadata and data from another Databank (another organization). The
import process is described in the section «Import of metadata».
3.5.1.7 Format «Classifiers»
This format is used to load classifiers. Loaded classifiers are placed in the classifier directory.
3.5.1.8 Format «Data in the folder»
The format is used to load a set of folders for a specified structure with specific files in them. For
example, a folder with file formats SXF, RSC (or DXF, GML, and so on) and metadata files that have the
same names as the main format files (SXF, DXF, GML) will be automatically processed with the
recording of each main format file as separate storage unit.
This format is available only for groups whose properties indicate support for this format.
Requirements for the structure of folders with data and formats of data sets are specified in the scheme
file, which is specified in the group properties.
After the procedure of placing files in the storage and generating metadata is completed, a log
(protocol) is displayed. The protocol is then displayed opposite each spatial data set in the metadata table.
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Figure 6 - Log of file placement in Databank of digital map and remote sensing
3.5.1.9 Filling in metadata at loading
When data sets are placed in the repository, the main metadata fields are filled in automatically (set
name, data format, etc.).
It is also possible to set specific metadata values for all data to be loaded. For example, you can set
the same shooting date, security stamp, or comment. To do this, open the panel «Metadata» and set the
required values.

Figure 7 - Setting metadata values for the loaded data sets
By default, the full list of metadata fields is displayed. When you select a specific data group, the
list of fields will change according to the selected group.
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All values must be filled before the storage stage.
3.6 Metadata
Metadata tables of vector maps, remote sensing data, matrix maps and geo-coverings are displayed
on the tab «Coverings», and metadata tables of classifiers and points of the plan-elevation basis - on the
tab «Data».
The tables contain information on the storage facilities of Data Bank for digital maps and remote
sensing. As objects for storage of Data Bank for map materials can be the data sets of digital vector maps,
the sets of remote sensing in the form of graphic files of different formats, the data sets of matrices of
heights, matrices of qualitative characteristics for terrain, files of data models, and document files of
various formats and purposes.
In the sets of data for vector maps can be stored digital topographic maps, city plans, marine, air
navigation, navigational, geographic and other types of special maps. Digital topographic maps can be
stored in a standard graph on nomenclature sheets. Digital maps can cover arbitrary territory and to have
any configuration and coordinate system.
Vector, raster and matrix maps can be placed in the data base of metadata only if there is a
geospatial binding.
When you open or create a data base of metadata, an automatic map is created - the content schema
of the data base of metadata. The scheme is formed in accordance with the composition of the data and it
is displayed over the background map. The map shows the storage objects (areas covered by maps).
Vector maps, vector user maps, raster and matrix maps differ in the way they are displayed on the map. In
addition, there are different vector maps of different scales. The background for displaying objects is
transparent. As a result, overlapping data of different types and scales can be considered.
Each object on the map-scheme has the inscription with a short name of the corresponding storage
object of the Bank for cartographic data (for vector maps – the nomenclature), and in the semantics of the
object it is recorded the full path to the corresponding data file.
3.6.1 Viewing metadata
The table of metadata for each type of maps for Data Bank is displayed on a separate tab in the
panel of the data base. To view the table, it is necessary to enable the necessary tab.
When switching tables (tabs) on the map, the corresponding map-diagram (scheme) is displayed.
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Figure 8 - Map-scheme of metadata for vector maps
When a data set is entered into DB of digital maps and remote sensing, it is formed its reduced
image which is recorded together with a data set. A reference to the thumbnail image is recorded in the
metadata table. When you hover the mouse pointer over the icon, «Thumbnail» –
is displayed. When
you click on the picture in the image gallery below the table, the thumbnail will open in full size.

Figure 9 - Viewing the reduced image of the data set
When you highlight a record of the metadata table, information, about the map-scheme object, is
displayed in the right part of map window.
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Figure 10 - Information about the allocated object of the map
3.6.2 Editing metadata
For users with editing rights, the icon «Edit» –
for editing is displayed opposite each entry in
the metadata table. When you click on it, the form for editing the data set is displayed.
To save the changes, it is necessary to click the button «Save», to cancel the button «Cancel». The
editing operation is logged in the user action log.

Figure 11 - Editing the record of the metadata table
Multiple editing mode is also available. To access this mode, it is necessary to select several records
from the table and click on the button «Multiple edit».
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Multiple edit form fields are filled in by matching the values of the selected records. All other fields
whose values do not match will show «(unchanged)». When you save the form, fields with this value will
not affect the corresponding fields of the selected records.
3.6.3 Deleting the data sets
For users with editing rights, the icon «Delete» –
metadata table.

is displayed opposite each entry in the

Figure 12 - Deleting the data sets
To delete several sets of data at once, it is necessary to highlight them in the metadata table and to
click the button «Delete the selected data sets» in menu of table.
After confirming the command for deleting, the selected data sets will be removed from the
metadata table, and removed from the storage. The deleting operation is logged in the user action log.
3.6.4 Filtering records of the table
Using the record filter allows you to select and to display on the map-scheme the objects
corresponding to the records. There are two types of search: simple (search by all fields for the keyword)
and advanced (search by any fields).

Figure 13 - Simple search in the metadata table
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At simple search, records will be found and shown, in which at least one field includes the specified
phrase. To reset the search results, click the button with a cross in the input field.

Figure 14 - Advanced search in the metadata table
With advanced search, it is possible to specify different filtering conditions for individual fields. To
do this, select the condition from the drop-down list next to the required field and value. Here you can
select the type of filter (AND/OR). In the first case, records will be found that meet all of the conditions
indicated, in the second case, at least one. To perform a search, use the button «Search», if you need to
show additional found objects, use the button «Find and highlight».

Figure 15 - Using the advanced search
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To display only filtered data sets on the map-scheme, the mode «Synchronize with map» is
provided. When this mode is enabled, only objects that match the filter conditions set for the current
metadata table will be displayed on the schematic map.
It is not recommended to use this mode when a large number of records are filtered in the table. It is
because when using this mode, the amount of data transmitted between the client and server increases
significantly.
3.6.5 Searching the object on the map
When you select an entry in the table of base for metadata, it is executed searching and highlighting
the corresponding object on the map-scheme.

Figure 16 - Highlighting an entry in the metadata table
3.6.6 Downloading the data sets
If the user has permission to retrieve materials from the data bank, the field «Data file» is available
in the metadata table. When clicking on the link in this field, the selected data files are packed into the zip
archive and sent to the client.
To download several files at once, you must select them and click the button «Download» in the
menu of the tab metadata. In the confirmation dialog, it is necessary to select the download method. Two
options are available: download via the browser, and export to the exchange folder on the server.
When you select the first option, all selected data sets are packaged in a zip archive and the
download process begins. The link to the zip archive opens in a new browser window, so the browser
should be allowed to open new windows (tabs).
When choosing the second option, all the selected data sets will be packaged and placed in the
folder on the server specified in the dialog. The user must have access to this folder in order to pick up the
archive using the file system tools.
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Figure 17 - Downloading materials from the data bank
3.6.7 Exporting metadata
This mode is intended to export metadata for the purpose of transferring them to another
databank (another organization). There are two modes of export:
- only metadata;
- metadata along with data.
To use the mode, the user must have permission to retrieve materials from the data bank, and the
browser should allow the opening of pop-up windows.

Figure 18 - Export of metadata
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For exporting, it is necessary to select the data sets in the metadata tab and to click the button
«Export metadata» in menu of the metadata table. In the dialog of data downloading, it is necessary to
specify the name of the organization in which the selected sets are stored, and to click the button
«Export».
The field «Export format» determines in which format the metadata list will be created. In order for
future metadata to be imported, it is necessary to select the format XML.
The flag «No personal data» means that the metadata list will not contain information about the data
producer (field md_perfomer_ref) and the employee who placed them in the repository (field
md_producer_ref). Tables: t_mo_organization and t_mp_person will not be exported either.
As a result of the export, a file will be generated in the specified format containing all metadata for
the selected sets. The generated file is packaged in a zip archive and sent to the client. The link to the zip
archive opens in a new browser window, so the browser should be allowed to open new windows (tabs).
The list of tags in the file XML contains all the fields in the database table in which metadata is
stored. The table name is specified in the table attribute. The organization attribute contains information
about the data bank that stores the source materials. The example of file:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<metadata table="t_md_map" organization="CDB">
<row>
<id>101</id>
<md_ident>DF0059D5-3639-4099-817D-CB5B7E9684F5</md_ident>
<md_dataname>0.O-37-32.zip</md_dataname>
<md_createdate>1990-01-01 00:00:00</md_createdate>
<md_recdate>2017-08-29 13:23:17</md_recdate>
<md_producer_ref>0</md_producer_ref>
<md_maptype>0</md_maptype>
<md_mapscale>0</md_mapscale>
<md_westsouthe>36.998038000000000</md_westsouthe>
<md_westsouthn>56.000007000000000</md_westsouthn>
<md_westnorthe>36.998038000000000</md_westnorthe>
<md_westnorthn>56.666828000000000</md_westnorthn>
<md_eastnorthe>37.998200000000000</md_eastnorthe>
<md_eastnorthn>56.666828000000000</md_eastnorthn>
<md_eastsouthe>37.998200000000000</md_eastsouthe>
<md_eastsouthn>56.000007000000000</md_eastsouthn>
<md_format>MIF</md_format>
<md_datacount>1</md_datacount>
<md_totalsize>1479</md_totalsize>
<md_filename>\MIF\0.O-\0.O-37-32.zip\2017\20170829\0.O-37-32.zip</md_filename>
<md_group_ref>6</md_group_ref>
<md_epsgcode>4326</md_epsgcode>
<md_backup/>
<md_comment/>
<md_preview/>
<md_perfomer_ref>0</md_perfomer_ref>
<md_security>0</md_security>
<md_lineage/>
<md_classifier/>
<linkobject>119</linkobject>
<md_totalcount>1</md_totalcount>
<linksheet>t_md_map</linksheet>
<md_areadate>0</md_areadate>
<editdate>2017-08-29 13:23:17</editdate>
<edituser/>
<md_checksum>-652618</md_checksum>
<md_location>0</md_location>
<md_secondary>1</md_secondary>
<md_checklog/>
<md_uploadlog>20170829.162314.data.dslist.log</md_uploadlog>
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<md_geom/>
<md_listname>0.O-37-32</md_listname>
<md_featurecount>0</md_featurecount>
</row>
</metadata>

To export metadata together with the data, in dialog of export it is necessary to set the flag «Export with data».

Figure 19 - Export of metadata together with data
Export will be carried out into a special directory on the server. By default, it
is:c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\export\. In it the subdirectory will be created, which name
corresponds to the date and the user. For example, for the user admin, the directory will look like:
c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\export\20180219.103124.admin\.
This directory will contain zip-archives of all selected data sets, a description file with metadata
(.dslist) and an export log (.log) will be created. The log displays information about the results of export
for each data set. The description file contains a list of data sets and metadata to them. The example of
file dslist:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DSL>
<item name="Azerbaijan.sxf.zip">
<metadata>
<field name="md_dataname" value="Azerbaijan"/>
<field name="md_datacount" value="1"/>
<field name="md_epsgcode" value="0"/>
<field name="md_backup" value=""/>
<field name="md_comment" value=""/>
<field name="md_security" value="0"/>
<field name="md_lineage" value=""/>
<field name="md_areadate" value="2014"/>
<field name="md_geom" value=""/>
</metadata>
</item>
<item name="UAE.sxf.zip">
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<metadata>
<field name="md_dataname" value="UAE"/>
<field name="md_datacount" value="1"/>
<field name="md_epsgcode" value="0"/>
<field name="md_backup" value=""/>
<field name="md_comment" value=""/>
<field name="md_security" value="0"/>
<field name="md_lineage" value=""/>
<field name="md_areadate" value="2014"/>
<field name="md_geom" value=""/>
</metadata>
</item>
</DSL>

To transfer the exported data to another bank (another organization), it is necessary to copy them by
any means that provide access to the file system and then perform the import..
3.6.8 Import of metadata
Import of metadata allows you to load metadata received from another Bank (another organization).
Import of the metadata is similar to the process of uploading materials into the Databank, and is carried
out on the tab«Loading materials» of the main application form. For use of the mode the user should have
the permission to put materials into the databank. There are provided two modes of import:
- import of metadata without data;
- import of metadata along with data.
For importing metadata without data it is necessary as data format to choose - «Metadata without
data». In dialog of choosing files, choose XML-file with metadata and to load it onto the server. Structure
of XML-file and process of its creation are described in section «Export of metadata».
If the file was previously uploaded onto the server into a special directory, it is necessary to choose
this directory from the list «Download Folder». Process of placing into a special directory is described in
the section «Loading files onto the server».
Further it is necessary to expand the panel «Placing into repository» and to press the button «Place
into repository».
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Figure 20 - Loading the metadata (without data)
At the end of the import process, you receive a message about the number of processed, added and
missed records, or the number of processed XML files, if there were several. More detailed information is
saved in the log book of the complex.
At the end of the import process, the directory with the XML-files is cleared.
Import of metadata together with data is provided only from a special directory, by default it is c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\data\. The process of placing into a special directory is
described in the section «Loading files onto the server». For import of the metadata together with data it
is necessary:
- to put data (zip-archives and a description file dslist) into a special directory;
- to choose the directory «data» from the list «Download Folder» on the «Loading materials» tab;
- as a data format to choose - «Metadata together with data»;
- to expand the panel «Placing into repository» and to press the button «Place into repository».
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Figure 21 - Loading of metadata along with data
The file of data description for loading (dslist) contains the list of data sets and metadata to them.
The set of zip-archives and the description file dslist are formed at export of metadata together with data.
Structure of file dslist is described in the section «Export of metadata».
At the end of the import process, a log (protocol) is displayed. The protocol then is available
opposite to each set of spatial data in the metadata table.
3.6.9 Control of data
Control of data is made for restoring data on backups and updating a map-scheme of
metadata. This mode is available to users who have the right for metadata editing. The following types of
control are provided:
- updating the scheme of metadata;
- control of data integrity.
Updating the scheme of metadata is necessary, if there was a failure, and the current state of a mapscheme does not correspond to a current state of a database. To start the procedure of updating, it is
necessary in the menu of the current tab to press the button «Control of data» and in the drop-down list to
choose «Updating the scheme of metadata».
Control of data integrity, except map-scheme restoration, makes comparison of data sets being in
the repository with their backups. At detecting differences in files, makes their restoration. To start the
procedure of integrity control, it is necessary in the menu of the current tab to press the button «Control of
data» and in the drop-down list to choose «Control of data integrity».
Updating the scheme and integrity control is made only for the currently displayed tab (type of data)
- Maps, Remote Sensing Data, Matrixes and models. Upon termination of update process, the log with
results of processing is displayed. All made changes are displayed in the log.
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3.6.10 Viewing the protocols
Viewing logs allows you to obtain additional information about the data set. There are available
protocols for storing a data set in a storage facility, a digital map quality control protocol, and a
geocoverage protocol. This mode is available for users who have the right to receive materials from the
data bank.
To view the protocols in the metadata table, the field «Control protocol» and the field «storage
protocol» are displayed. The field «Geocovering creation protocol» is displayed on the tab with
geocoverings. When clicking on the link, the protocol opens in a new browser window, so the browser
should be allowed to open new windows (tabs). Depending on the format of the protocol, the browser
may suggest saving it for future use.
3.6.11 Previewing data
Previewing images of cartographic data is done using the gallery or by hovering the mouse over the
icon «Thumbnail» –
.
The composition of the gallery is formed by the records of the current metadata table. If the
metadata record contains information about the thumbnail file, this image is placed in the gallery for
viewing.
When you select an entry in the table, the corresponding image of the data in the gallery is
highlighted.
When you select an image in the gallery, it searches for and highlights the corresponding entry in
the metadata table, searches for the object on the map-scheme, and displays the image in the preview
window.
The gallery image is displayed in the preview window in an enlarged view. Navigation buttons in
the window allow you to jump to the previous or next image of the gallery.
To close the preview window, you must turn off the button «Preview», or click the button «Close»
in the upper-right corner of the window.

Figure 22 - Image gallery
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For raster data that the browser can display (JPEG, PNG, BMP), it is provided viewing the data in a
new browser window. To do this, press (click) on the icon «Thumbnail» –
– in the row of the
selected data set. This will open a full bitmap image that can be saved by the browser means.
This mode is available for users who have the right to receive materials from the databank.
3.7 Classifier catalog
3.7.1 Viewing metadata
To view the table of classifiers, it is necessary to enable the tab «Classifiers».

Figure 23 - View the catalog of classifiers
3.7.2 Editing metadata
For users with editing rights, the icon «Edit» –
is displayed opposite each record in the
metadata table. When you click on the icon, the data set editing form is displayed.
To save the changes, click the button «Save», to cancel the button «Cancel». The editing operation
is logged in the user action log.
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Figure 24 - Editing classifier metadata
Multiple editing mode is also available. To access this mode, it is necessary to select several records
from the table and click on the button «Multiple edit».
The fields of form for the multiple editing are filled in according to the coincidence of the values for
the selected records. All other fields which values do not match will show «(unchanged)». When saving
the form, fields with this value will not affect the corresponding fields of the selected records.
3.7.3 Removing classifiers
For users with editing rights, the icon «Delete» –
is displayed in front of each entry in the
metadata table.
To delete several data sets at once, select them in the metadata table and click the button «Delete
selected data sets» in the table menu.
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Figure 25 - Removing the classifier
After confirming the delete command, the selected data sets will be deleted from the metadata table
and deleted from the repository. The delete operation is logged in the user action log.
3.7.4 Filtering table entries
Using the filter of records allows you to select and display objects corresponding to the records on
the map-scheme. Two types of search are possible: simple (search in all fields by keyword) and advanced
(search in any fields).
The simple search will find and display records for which at least one field includes the specified
phrase. To reset the search results, click the button with a cross in the input field.
With the advanced search, it is possible to specify various filtering conditions for individual fields.
To do this, select the condition from the drop-down list opposite the desired field and value. Here you can
select the type of filter (AND/OR). In the first case, records matching all the specified conditions will be
found, in the second – at least one. To perform a search, use the button «Search», if it is necessary to
additionally show the found objects, use the button «Find and highlight».
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Figure 26 - Filtering the records
3.7.5 Downloading classifiers
If the user has permission to receive materials from the data bank, the field «Data file» is available
in the metadata table. When clicking on the link in this field, the selected data files are packaged into a
zip archive and sent to the client.
To download several files at once, it is necessary to select them and click the button «Download» in
the metadata tab menu. In this case, all selected materials will be packed in a zip archive and the
download process will begin.
The link to the zip archive opens in a new browser window, so the browser should be allowed to
open new windows (tabs).
3.7.6 Viewing protocols
Viewing protocols (logs) provides additional information about the data set. For classifiers, only the
protocol for placing the data set in the repository is available. This mode is available for users who are
entitled to receive materials from the data bank.
To view the protocol in the metadata table, the field «Storage protocol» is displayed. When you
click on the link, the protocol opens in a new browser window, so the browser should be allowed to open
new windows (tabs).
3.8 Geocoverings
3.8.1 Creation of geocoverings from the stored data sets
Geocovering is a data set that is created from data sets of vector maps, rasters or matrices stored in
the Data Bank.
To create a covering, it is necessary to include the tab of metadata for the required data type, select
the entries in the metadata table, and click the button
«Create geocovering».
In the window «Management of geocoverings», it is necessary to go to the tab «Create
geocovering», specify the name of the geocovering and coordinate system code. For data in SHP,
MIF/MID format, it is necessary to select the classifier with which the geocovering will be created.
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Figure 27 - Creating the geocovering
The name of the geocovering can explicitly contain the extension of the geocovering file. It is not
allowed to use characters that are denied by the file system for file names, for example, slash «/»,
question mark «?», colon «:».
For vector maps, geocovering can be created as a multi-sheet MAP format map or as a project of
MPT format containing links to maps in SIT or SITX format. If all the selected map data sets have the
same map classifier, it is recommended to explicitly specify the extension «.MAP» in the geocovering
name. If the name of the geocovering does not contain an extension, the server assigns an extension
taking into account the number of classifiers used: MAP, if all maps have one classifier, MPT - otherwise.
For raster data, a project of MPT format is created, containing raster links in RSW format.
For matrices, a project of the format MPT is created, containing references to matrices in the format
MTW.
The coordinate system code can be selected from the list that is dropped when the button «...» is
pressed, and can also be set manually. The coordinate system code is specified by the string «epsg:
number» or «crslist: user_code». If the coordinate system code starts with the line «epsg:», then the code
of a flat rectangular coordinate system in which the geocovering is to be created is indicated. For
example, EPSG:3857.
To create geocoverings in the user coordinate system, a record of the form «crslist: user_code» is
supported. In this case, the coordinate system parameters must be contained on the server in the service
files.
The classifier is selected from the drop-down list. It should be specified only when creating
geocovers using materials of SHP and MIF/MID format.
The auto-updating mode of the geocovering is set by selecting the option «Auto-update».
When you click the button «Run», a dialog appears that contains:
- list of objects to be added;
- information on the presence of objects for which no CRS is specified (EPSG code) (if any);
- list of objects for which there is no support for a geodetic coordinate system (they will not be
taken into account when forming the geocovering).
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Figure 28 - Dialog of the geocovering creation
When you click on the button «Create», the server begins to perform the procedure for creating a
geocovering data set. The protocol for the formation of a geocovering is issued to the user at the end of
the procedure. Geocoverering files are stored on the server in the geocovering folder.

Figure 29 - Log of geocovering creation
The created sets of geocovering data are taken into account in the geocovering metadata table and
displayed on the map of the geocovering. Geocovering on the map-scheme is represented by a rectangle
with a fill. The rectangle defines the coordinate limits (minimum and maximum coordinates) of the
coverage objects that may differ from the selection area of the geocovering data sets. The objects of
geocoverings of different data groups have different color fillings on the map-scheme.
To view the geocovering metadata, go to the tab «Geocoverings».
3.8.2 Viewing metadata for geocoverings
The table of metadata for geocoverings of Data Bank is displayed on the tab «Geocoverings» of the
panel database. To view the table, it is necessary to enable the tab.
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Figure 30 - Viewing of geocovering
3.8.3 Updating the geocoverings
To create a covering, it is necessary to enable the tab of metadata for the required data type, select
the records in the metadata table and click the button «Geocovering...».
In the window «Management of geocoverings», it is necessary to select the tab «Refresh
geocovering» and to select the name of the geocovering for the update from the list.

Figure 31 - Updating of geocovering
If the zone of geocovering was specified during creation, and the selection of objects for updating
was made by a filter by area, then a check is made for the correspondence of this area to the initial
geocoverage zone. In the case of an area beyond the borders of the geocovering zone, the option for
expanding the boundaries is displayed in the dialog. If it is necessary to leave the previous value of the
geocovering zone, it is necessary to deselect the option «Extend the boundaries to:», otherwise the
geocovering zone will be expanded to fit the filter area around the area.
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When you click the button «Run», a dialog appears that contains:
- list of objects to be added;
- warning about the presence of scales or codes of the object coordinate system, other than
geocovering parameters (if any);
- information on the presence of objects for which no CRS is specified (EPSG code) (if any);
- list of objects for which there is no support for the geodetic coordinate system (they will not be
taken into account when forming the geocovering);
- changes in the geocovering zone (in the case of selecting the item «Expand boundaries to:»).

Figure 32 - Dialog of updating for geocovering
When the button «Update» is pressed, the server starts the process of updating for geocovering data
set. The protocol for updating the geocovering is issued to the user at the end of the procedure.

Figure 33 - Log of updating for geocovering
To view the updated metadata geocoverings, it is necessary to enable the tab «Geocoverings».
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3.8.4 Removal of geocoverings
For users with edit permissions, there is an icon «Delete» –
geococerings.

next to each entry in the table of

Figure 34 - Removal of geocoverings
To delete several geocoverings at once, it is necessary to select them in the table and click the
button «Delete selected data sets» in the table menu. After confirmation of the deletion command, the
selected geocoverings will be deleted.
The delete operation is logged in the user action log.
3.8.5 Filtering records of the table
Using the record filter allows you to select and display objects corresponding to records on the mapscheme of geocoverings. It is possible to perform a simple (search in all fields by the key phrase) and an
advanced (search by any fields) search in the table.
At simple search records will be found and shown, in which at least one field includes the specified
phrase. To reset the search results, click the button with a cross in the input field.
To perform an advanced search, use the button Search.
In the advanced search form, you can specify different filtering conditions for individual fields.
To do this, select the condition from the drop-down list next to the required field and value. Here
you can select the type of filter (AND/OR). When the filter type «AND» is found, and records that meet
all of the specified conditions with «OR» - at least one.
3.8.6 Searching the object on the map
When you select a record of the metadata table for geocoverage, the corresponding object is
highlighted in the map-scheme geocoverings.
3.8.7 Viewing the geocoverings
To view geocoverings, on the tab «Geocoverings», select one or more geocoverings, and click the
button «View geocoverings» in the panel of control table.
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The geocoverings selected for viewing open in a separate window, in a scale at which they are
completely placed in a browser window.
When viewing, there are available all standard modes and tools of GIS WebServer SE
PARB.00165-01. The list of available modes can be changed via the administration panel.

Figure 35 - Viewing the geocoverings
3.8.8
Slicing tiles
To slice tiles according to geocoverings, it is provided a call to the program ImageryCreator
PARB.00106-01. This program has to be installed separately. The slicing mode is available only with the
program ImageryCreator PARB.00106-01 on the same server as Databank of digital map and remote
sensing.
To slicing tiles, it is necessary to select one or several geocoverings on the tab «Geocoverings», and
click the button «Slicing tiles – ImageryCreator» in the control panel of the geocovering table. The
program ImageryCreator PARB.00106-01 will be open with already configured project, which includes
all the selected geocoverings.
This mode is available only to users who have the right to create geocoverings.
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Figure 36 - Slicing tiles
3.9 Points of geodetic references
3.9.1
View metadata
To view the metadata table for the points of geodetic references, it is necessary to open the tab
«Data», and then the tab «Points of geodetic references».

Figure 37 - Section «Points of geodetic references»
Points of different types are included in Databank. Their list and their corresponding symbols are
shown in table 1.
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Table 1 -

Types the points of geodetic references

Code
value

Description of value

Symbol in the Data Bank

1

Station ITRF

2

Astronomical point

3

Elevation mark

4

Elevation mark at the landmark

5

Point of the State Geodetic Network

6

Point of the State Geodetic Network on temple

7

Point of the State Geodetic Network on mound

8

Point leveling network

9

Point of surveying network

10

Point of surveying network on mound

View the metadata of a specific point of geodetic references is carried out by clicking on an entry in
the metadata table or by selecting a point on the map-scheme. This opens the window «Information about
record», which has three tabs: «Basic», «Advanced» and «Outline» (Abris). The tab «Basic» displays a
thumbnail image of the abris (outline) and the basic information on the point of geodetic references.

Figure 38 - View metadata for a point of geodetic references
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Figure 39 - Window «Information about record»
The tab «Advanced» displays additional metadata for the selected set. On the tab «Outline» it is
displayed all previously uploaded outlines of point.
3.9.2
Adding the points of geodetic references
For users with editing rights, adding a new point of of geodetic references is carried out by clicking
on the icon «Add» –

, after which the form «Adding a new record» is opened.

Figure 40 - The form «Add a new record»
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The input form has two tabs: «Basic» and «Advanced». On the tab «Basic», it is necessary to fill in
the basic information on the point of geodetic references, and to fill in the following required fields:
- own name;
- point type;
- latitude WGS-84;
- longitude WGS-84;
- location description;
- secrecy stamp.
On the tab «Advanced», it is additionally filled the metadata for point of geodetic references.
Adding of outlines is carried out via the editing mode.
Adding the point of geodetic references into the Databank is done by clicking the button «Add».
3.9.3 Editing metadata
For users with editing rights, the icon «Edit» –
is displayed opposite each record in the
metadata table. When you click on the icon, it is displayed the editing form of data set.

Figure 41 - Editing form for a data set
The editing form for point of geodetic references is divided into three tabs: «Basic», «Advanced»,
and «Outlines» (Abris). The tab «Basic» displays a small outline of the outline and basic information on
the point of geodetic references. The tab «Advanced» displays additional metadata for the selected set. On
the tab «Outlines», there are displayed all outlines for a point of geodetic references, and it there are also
edited.
Adding outlines to the point of geodetic references is carried out by clicking the button «Add» on
the tab «Outlines». To edit and delete an outline, it is necessary the first select the outline in the table, and
then click the corresponding button.
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Figure 42 - Editing form of data set. Tab «Outline» (Abris)
To save the changes, click the button «Save», to cancel the button «Cancel». The editing operation
is logged in the user action log.
Multiple editing mode is also available. To access this mode, it is necessary to select several entries
from the table and click on the button «Multiple editing».

Figure 43 - The button «Multiple editing»
The fields of the multiple editing form are filled in according to the coincidence of the values for
the selected records. All other fields which values do not match will show «(unchanged)». When saving
the form, fields with this value will not affect the corresponding fields of the selected records.
3.9.4 Removal the points of plan and elevation base
For users with editing rights, the icon «Delete» –
metadata table.
3.10

is displayed in front of each entry in the

Map management

3.10.1 Moving a map image
To move the map image, it is necessary to move the mouse over the map image with the left button
pressed.
3.10.2 Scaling the map
Clicking the button increases the current map scale by 2 times.
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Clicking the button decreases the current map scale by 2 times.
When the cursor is in the map area, moving the mouse wheel also scales the map.
3.10.3 Resizing a map window
Clicking on the button hides the left panel and unfolds the map image to the full width of the
page.
3.10.4 Changing the composition for displayed layers of the map
The composition of the map layers is displayed in the panel «Map composition». To display
the panel, it is necessary to turn on the button «Map composition».

Figure 44 - Changing the composition of the displayed map layers
To change the composition of the displayed map layers, it is necessary to enable/disable the button
of the corresponding item of the list of layers.
When you change the selection of layers in the list, the map image is updated.
3.10.5 Receiving information about the map object
For information about the map object, click on the image of the object in the map.
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Figure 45 - Information about the map object
In view of the fact, that digital map has a multi-layer structure, several objects can be
simultaneously located at the point indicated by the crosshair. Therefore, after clicking in the dialog
window, information about all the objects at the specified point will be displayed.
3.10.6 Search for map objects by geographical name
Pressing the button activates the search mode for objects by name. Search is carried out by a
special address map containing geographical names. Objects that meet the search criteria are displayed in
the panel «Map objects». To select the desired object, click on the corresponding entry in the panel «Map
objects».
To search for data sets for the selected object, it is necessary to enable the mode «Search by area» «Search by object» and click the button «Search by object». On the chart (map-scheme), data sets that
intersect with the selected object are highlighted, and records corresponding to these data sets are filtered
out in the metadata table.
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Figure 46 - Search for map objects by geographical name
3.10.7 Finding map objects by rectangular area
Enabling the button activates the mode of searching objects on a rectangular area. To select a
search area, it is necessary to click the left mouse button over the map and, without releasing it, move the
mouse, release the button.

Figure 47 - Searching objects by rectangular area
The search for objects is performed through a request to the mapping service GIS WebService SE.
The result of the search is displayed in the form of a list of objects in the panel «Map objects», the
location of the objects is indicated by the markers in the map image.
The selected map-scheme objects automatically filter the corresponding metadata table.
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3.10.8 Finding objects within a radius from the point
Pressing the button activates the search mode within a radius of the point. Use the mouse to
select a point and, without releasing the mouse button, by moving the cursor, specify the desired radius.

Figure 48 - Finding objects within a radius from the point
3.10.9 Searching by a map object
Pressing the button activates the search mode for the map object.
3.10.10 Cancellation of highlighting on the map
Pressing the button removes the highlighting on the map.
3.10.11 Measuring the distance on the map
Pressing the button activates the distance measurement mode between two points on the map.
Using the mouse, you need to select two points on the map in order to determine the distance between
them.
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Figure 49 - Measuring the distance on the map
3.10.12 Calculating the area on the map
Pressing the button activates the mode of measuring the area for the closed area on the map.
With the mouse, it is necessary to specify the points by which a closed area should be built and its area
calculated.

Figure 50 - Calculating the area on the map
3.10.13 Printing
Pressing the button activates the window in which you can save the map to disk or send it to
the printer.
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Figure 51 - Printing the map
3.10.14 Layer shutter mode
Pressing the button activates the layer shutter mode.

Figure 52 - Layer shutter mode
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3.10.15 Share
Pressing the button activates a window in which you can copy the link to the map with the
current map display options..

Figure 53 - Link to the map
3.10.16 Parameters (options)
Pressing the button activates a window in which you can adjust the transparency of map layers
and select layers to search by area.

Figure 54 - Configuring the map settings
3.10.17 Information panel
The information bar displays the current scale of the map display and the current geographic
coordinates of the cursor. It is located at the bottom left of the map window.
3.11
The requests
The application service provides an opportunity for users who do not have the right to direct
download of spatial data, to form requests for their receipt from the storage. To create a request, it is
necessary to select the required data sets in the tab «Metadata» and click the button «Create a request» in
the panel of metadata table. To select data, it is possible to use tools for searching and filtering in the table
or on the map.
3.11.1 Creating the request
In the form of the application, the request number, date, status, list of selected data sets, their total
volume is displayed. It is possible to add a comment to the request (application). To save the order, click
the button «Save».
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Figure 55 - The form of request creation
3.11.2 Viewing the requests
The list of all created requests is displayed on the tab «Requests». Each user sees only his/her
applications. Users with full access rights to DB of digital maps and remote sensing have access to all
requests, and they have right to edit them.

Figure 56 - List of requests
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3.11.3 Editing the request
To edit the requests, it is necessary to select the application on the tab «Requests» and to click the
button «Change» in the application table panel. Editing is available only to users who have full access to
DB of digital maps and remote sensing. For other users, the application form will be displayed without
the possibility of editing.
When editing, it is possible to automatically generate an archive from the list of data sets specified
in the application. To do this, click the button «Run automatically». If there were no errors during the
archive formation, a link will be generated for downloading the archive, and the path to the data archive
will be displayed in the field «Archive». The status of the application will automatically change to
«Completed» and the application will be unavailable for editing.

Figure 57 - Editing the request
3.11.4 Receiving the request
To download the archive of the completed application, it is necessary to select the application form
on the tab «Requests» and to open it by clicking the button «Edit». In the order viewing form, click the
button «Download», or to copy the archive by other means from the folder specified in the field
«Archive». The browser should be allowed to open pop-ups.
To receive the act of reception/transfer, select the application on the tab «Applications» and click
button «Act».
3.12
The reports
The report panel allows you to generate reports in the form of tables and then output to pdf - file.
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Figure 58 - Reporting panel в
To enter data of a certain type in the report, it is necessary to mark it in the list (by default, item
«Maps» is highlighted). It is also possible to output data of remote sensing and elevation matrices. The
format of the output of the tables is predefined.
For example, a report with the selected type «Maps» will have the appearance shown in the figure
below.

Figure 59 - Example of displaying a metadata table
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To adjust the content of the report, filtering by several parameters is provided. When you open the
panel in the filter, the extreme values taken from the database are displayed.
After clicking on the button «Report», depending on the browser settings, the file pdf is
downloaded to the default directory, or a dialog box for selecting the file storage location is displayed.
If you select the option «Show the map», a preview window will be displayed before the report is
generated.
In the preview mode, as in the normal mode, you can move and scale the image of the map.

Figure 60 - The window of map preview
Pressing the button «Print» will generate a report with all previously selected items, the map image
will be placed on the first page of the file. Pressing the «Cancel» button closes the preview mode and
returns the main program window.
The input field «Comments» allows you to supplement the map image with user notes.
If you select «Statistics», the chart field appears where the output of the chart by volume of data is
set by default.
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Figure 61 - Item «Statistics»
It is also possible to display diagrams for the scale of maps and the date of the state for the terrain.
For example, the diagrams for data volumes are shown in the figure below.

Figure 62 - The example of chart output
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4

MESSAGES TO THE USER

During the execution of the program, Data bank of digital map and remote sensing of the Earth,
error messages may be issued to the user (operator).
Table 2 - List of messages
Message
Probable cause
Unable to connect to the The message is issued when an error
database
occurs connecting to the database
DBMS PostgreSQL
File is not found
The message is displayed if, during
downloading, there is no archive data
file, whose name is contained in the
metadata table
No data type selected
The message is displayed, if clicking
on the button «Report», It was not
selected any data type for report
output
ERROR: duplicate key When placing the spatial data set in
value violates unique the repository, in its description (file
constraint
meta.xml) a duplicate value of a
"unique_image_guid"
unique field was found - Account
DETAIL:
Key number (identifier) of the set in
(md_ident)=(3F0C0A0E- GUID format
B5FB-44a4-A215054C5E7D2149) already
exists
Limited
functionality Security key has not been found on
mode
server
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THE LIST OF SYMBOLS, TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
DB

-

data base.

GIS

-

geoinformation system.

GSI

-

geospatial information.

GDB

-

geospatial data base.

RSE

-

remote sensing of the Earth.

OS

-

operating system.

DBMS

-

a database management system.

DM

-

a digital map.

DTM

-

a digital topographic map.

GIS

-

Geographic Information System GIS).

GML

-

Geography Markup Language.

Attribute

-

the name-value pair contained in the element [ISO 19136: 2007].

Attributive data

-

a piece of data that characterizes the properties of spatial objects (except
for information about their spatial location).

Data base

-

a collection of data organized in accordance with certain rules and
maintained in computer memory, characterizing the current state of a
certain domain and used to meet the information needs of the user. The
basis of the data base is the data model.

Geo-coverage

-

a scheme of the availability of geospatial information, performed in
specified conventional signs.

Geoportal

-

a mean for access to distributed network resources of spatial data and geoservices located in the Internet environment.

Geoservice

-

the ability of a geoportal user to perform any actions on spatial data..

Boundaries

-

a set that contains limitations of some entity [ISO 19136: 2007].

Metadata

-

data about the data [ISO 19115: 2003], data describing the content,
volume, position in space, quality and other characteristics of spatial data.

The data set

-

an identifiable collection of data [ISO 19115: 2003].

Spatial data

-

digital terrain data and geographic and anthropogenic objects located on
it, including information on their location, form and properties, presented
in the coordinate-time system.

DBMS

-

a set of software and linguistic tools for general and special purposes,
providing management of the creation and using of data bases.

Server - (software)

-

software that receives requests from customers.

Server - (hardware)

-

a computer dedicated to performing certain service functions.

Scheme

-

a collection of scheme components within a single target namespace [ISO
19136: 2007].

Unified resource

-

a standardized string of characters indicating the location of the resource
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on the Internet [ISO 19115: 2003].

locator (URL)
PHP

-

a scripting programming language used to develop web applications.

WEB-publication

-

a form of data representation for display on the Internet.

ISO

-

the international non-governmental organization engaged in the
development of international standards and cooperation in the field of
standardization..
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